System designed for Professional Traders & Hedge funds. The logic designed to work on any market. The strategy tested Crude Oil and the logic is working on few other future instruments as well. The strategy is based on short term Momentum and volatility to capture short term Trends.

A custom US session must be applied for much better results. The default custom session applied is 830-1630 (Mon- Fri) Nymex Exchange time.

It Trades both Long and Short trades.
System has Stops, profit targets and end of day exit given in Inputs. ExitTime input is the time of last intraday bar.

Improvement – Any new idea or modification can be discussed with developer to improve the Trading and Strategy Returns. You are most welcome to share your thoughts and Ideas.

Risk Disclaimer:
Trading involves substantial risk and high potential for loss. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. You should carefully consider whether trading is appropriate for you in light of your experience, objectives, financial resources and other relevant circumstances. If you choose to trade on these recommendations you acknowledge that any profit or loss is entirely your responsibility.